What’s New for iVMS-5200 Mobile Surveillance 1.1.2

What’s New
This document briefly introduces the new functions and features in the iVMS-5200 Mobile Surveillance 1.1.2 updated from Version 1.1.1.
The content of this manual is furnished for informational use only and it is subject to change without notice.
Updated

- Optimize the pop-up alarm window in the Alarm Center on the Control Client.
- Support selecting up to 50 cameras for broadcast on the Control Client.
- Support setting the stream type as main-stream or sub-stream on the Web Client for getting stream on the Control Client.
- Support selecting multiple devices to search the alarm logs on the Control Client.
- Support live view of 64 cameras simultaneously on the auxiliary screen on the Control Client. Increase the speed for opening an auxiliary screen.
- Bugs fixed.
  - Fixed the gSOAP security flaw for VRM service and Service Manager.
  - For CMS service, fixed the bug that the GPS data is not stored in the database.
  - For VAG, updated the HCEhomeAlarm.dll library to solve the problem that after uploading the history GPS data to the system, the system replied error message.
  - For CMS service, fixed the bug that the alarm content in the database is empty when receiving alarm ended information first and then alarm started.
  - Fixed the bugs on the Control Client:
    - In Health Monitoring module, fixed the bug that there was no vertical scroll bar if there were too many areas and you couldn’t view the all the areas information.
    - In Alarm Center module, fixed the bug that the Control Client may crash when controlling the alarm outputs.
    - In Alarm Center module, fixed the bug that searching alarm logs failed.
    - Fixed the bug that the Start Two-Way Audio icon may be invalid.
    - Hide the devices which the current user has no permission to access in Alarm Center and Log Search (system log and device log) module.